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Itzam Cab Ain: 
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in Postclassic Yucatan 
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F
OR THE PEOPLES OF ANCIENT MESOAMERICA, cosmology and calendrics were by 
no means separate fields of concern. Both subjects were part of a integrated whole, a com
plex system of world view that encompassed both space and the dynamic passage of time. 

In the prehispanic codices, this integration is frequently expressed with day signs oriented to 
particular gods, trees, and houses of the world directions. Such a series may run in a page
by-page sequence, such as on pages 25 to 28 of the Dresden Codex or pages 49 to 53 of the 
Borgia (Seler 1904; Thompson 1934). However, the integration of time and space may be also be 
represented in a single mandala-like plan. Famous examples of this type appear on page 1 of the 
Fejervary Mayer Codex, and pages 75 and 76 of the Madrid Codex (Seler 1901). 

The placement of calendric periods of time in space is by no means limited to the codices. 
However, it is obvious that in such instances, no page-by-page sequencing is possible. Instead, 
the depictions are generally of the "cosmogram" type, in which the temporal periods are repre
sented simultaneously in a single scene. Perhaps the most famous example of this type is the 
great Aztec "Calendar Stone." In a recent study, I identify a calendric sculpture of the cosmo
gram type at the Late Postclassic Maya site of Maya pan (Taube 1988). In that example, the cycle 
of 13 katuns forms a ring on the back of the turtle; in other words, the sculpture is a prehispanic 
"katun wheel." In that study, I provide evidence that to the ancient Maya the turtle was an 
important symbol of the circular earth. However, I also stress that the Maya and other inhab
itants of ancient Mesoamerica had a number of different models for perceiving the world. 
Among the Maya, the turtle was but one zoomorphic metaphor for the earth; another was the 
caiman. In this study, I will focus on the caiman metaphor, known in Yucatec as ltzam Cab Ain. 
Along with identifying depictions of this beast, I will also cite three instances in which calendri
cal periods are placed in relation to the earth caiman body as a form of calendrical cosmogram. 

ITZAM CAB AIN 

Among the inhabitants of Late Postclassic Central Mexico, the caiman was a widespread 
symbol or metaphor for the earth (Seler 1902-1923,4:646-653). In the Borgia Group of codices, 
the rough and spiny back of the caiman is frequently used to denote the surface of the earth ( eg. 
Borgia 7, 27, 39-40, 42, & 53; Vaticanus B 69; Fejervary-Mayer 28). Moreover, in the Early Colo
nial Period Historia de las Mexicanos par sus pinturas account of creation, the caiman is explicitly 
identified as the earth (Garibay 1979:26). For the Late Postclassic Maya of Yucatan, the evidence 
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is similarly direct. The 1579 Relacion de la Ciudad de Merida describes a fire-walking ceremony 
which began with the preparation of a caiman (lagarta) to represent the flood and the earth: 

Tambien tuvieron noticia de la caida de Lucifer de/ Diluvio, y que el mundo se habia deacabar par fuego, y 
en significaci6n de esto, hacien una ceremonia y pintaban un lagarto que significaba el diluvio y la tierra 
(de la Garza 1983,1:72). 

This ceremony was evidently a reenactment of the cosmogonic flood episode described in 
the Colonial Yucatec "Chilam Balam" books of Chumayel (Roys 1933:98-101), Mani (Craine and 
Reindorp 1979:118) and Tizimin (Edmonson 1982:40-41). In these accounts, there is mention of 
a creature known as Itzam Cab Ain, or "ltzam earth caiman" (Note 1). Noting that the term itzam 

signifies "whale" in contemporary Yucatec, Martinez Hernandez (1913: 165-66), compares this 
caiman creature to the great Cipactli earth caiman mentioned in the Histaria de las Mexicanas par 

sus pinturas. Thus in the Central Mexican account, Cipactli is described as un peje grande, or "a 
large fish" (Garibay 1979:26). Seler (1902-1923,4:649) notes that in the prehispanic Central 
Mexican codices, the caiman is often depicted with a fish tail. This is by no means an exclusively 
Central Mexican trait. The famous caiman on Copan Altar Tis also provided with a fish tail, and 
there are other examples in Classic Maya iconography (see Hellmuth 1987: Figs. 230-240). 

There are indications that among the Classic Maya the caiman also represented the earth. 
On the Early Classic Yaxha Stelae 6 and 10, an open-mouthed caiman serves as the basal regis
ter, or earth, of the standing lord. A caiman also occupies the lower register of Step 3 of 
Yaxchilan Hieroglyphic Stairway 3 (Graham 1982: 3:169). The Maya and Central Mexican con
cept of caiman world trees probably also relates to the earth caiman. In representations of cai
man trees, the saurian head and body occupy the lower trunk of the tree, as if the earth caiman 
were pulled up by the tail to support the heavens. Frequently with the Classic Maya examples, 
the head and upper limbs of the caiman are horizontal, with only the lower portion of the body 
rising to form the tree. On lzapa Stela 22, the earliest known depiction of the caiman tree, a 
human figure actually stands on the horizontal snout of the caiman (see Norman 1973: Plate 41). 

We have seen that for the Protohistoric period in Yucatan, there is firm evidence that the 
caiman was a symbol of the earth, and this appears to be true for the Classic Maya as well. 
However, the term "ltzam" of Itzam Cab Ain, remains to be discussed. It has been noted that 
according to Martinez Hernandez, the term means "whale." In fact, the entire phrase itzam cab 

ain is glossed ballena, or "whale" in colonial Yucatec dictionaries (Barrera Vasquez 1980:272). 
On the other hand, Thompson (1970:212) notes that the Vienna Dictionary glosses itzam as 
"largartas coma iguanas de tierra y agua," and for this reason translates itzam as "iguana." How
ever, Barrera Vasquez (1980:272) disagrees, noting that itzam is not a Mayan word for lizard. 
According to him, the Vienna Dictionary entry actually alludes to Itzam Cab Ain, a terrestrial 
aspect of the great god ltzamna. For the same reason, I believe that the whale significance of 
Itzam Cab Ain is secondary to the primary meaning-Itzama as the caiman earth. 

In an influential study, Thompson (1970: 209-233) argued that ltzamna, or "Iguana 
House," was the paramount god of the Classic and Postclassic Maya. However, it is now clear 
that many of the Classic saurian examples of ltzamna cited by Thompson are, instead, distinct 
entities and have no direct relation to this god. Nonetheless, for the Postclassic Maya of Yuca
tan, it is clear that Itzamna was a major god. In the early colonial accounts, ltzamna is re
peatedly described as the paramount deity (eg. de la Garza 1983,2:323; Saville 1921:211; Tozzer 
1941:145-146). Recent work by Hellmuth (1987) has shown that Itzamna was also a major god of 
the Classic Maya pantheon. Many vessel scenes of the period represent God D seated on a 
throne and facing subsidiary deities, such as God Nor God D (see Coggins 1975: Fig. 127b). In 
these scenes, God Dis portrayed as a lord receiving lesser divinities. However, although the 
Classic Maya imagery supports the contention that ltzamna was a major Classic god, there is no 
Classic example of God Din the form of a caiman or iguana. Rather, Hellmuth (1987:364-367) 
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notes that that Classic God D merges with the Principal Bird Deity (Note 2). 
In his initial identification of the codical God Das ltzamna, Seler (1887; 1902-1923,1:379-

381) stated that this deity was an aged creator god of sustenance equivalent to Tonacatecuhtli of 
Central Mexico: 

For as the Mexican Tonacatecuhtli, the lord of generation, is supposed to be in the topmost 
thirteenth heaven, and at the same time also he (or his feminine companion) appears as lord of 
the earth, so also the ideas of heaven and earth, below and above, seem to me present also in 
this Yucatec god (translation from Bowditch 1939, I: 69). 

In Central Mexico, Tonacatecuhtli is closely identified with the caiman (Note 3). Thus 
Tonacatecuhtli is not only the regent of Cipactli, meaning caiman, the first of the twenty day 
names, but also presides over the trecena 1-Cipactli (Caso 1971:337-338). Seler (1963,2:28, 41) 
cites a number of instances in the Borgia Codex in which Tonacatecuhtli wears the spiny skin of 
the caiman. For the Postclassic Maya, there are similar representations of Itzamna in the guise 
of a caiman. Seler (1902-1923,4:650) notes that on pages 4b and Sb of the Dresden Codex, 
Itzamna appears in the jaws of a caiman (Fig. la). Seler also identifies this scene as a represen-

b 
a: DRESDEN 4b-Sb (Drawing by the author). 
b: SRC ceramic figurin_e, Late Postdassic (draw

ing by the author (after Gann 1900: Plate 331) 

FIGURE 1. POSTCLASSIC REPRESENTATIONS OF ITZAM CAB AIN 
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tation of the earth caiman Itzam Cab Ain, and compares it to Cipactli of Central Mexico. Along 
with noting the Dresden scene, Thompson (1970:215) suggests that a number of the cached 
figurines excavated by Thomas Gann at Santa Rita also represent the earth caiman aspect of 
Itzamna. Two of the Santa Rita figures illustrated by Gann (1900: plate 34) are bicephalic 
caimans with human faces emerging from their open mouths (Fig. lb). In at least one case, the 
figure is clearly aged, and quite likely these figurines constitute three dimensional versions of 
the Dresden scene. 

Although not mentioned by Thompson, there is another excellent caiman representation 
at Santa Rita. In the famous Mound 1 murals, a series of anthropomorphic gods are positioned 
above a horizontal band which in turn lies over an area containing fish and marine shells. On 
close inspection, it can be seen that the band itself is a caiman body, with the same back crest, 
vertical bands, and scales found with the aforementioned Dresden example of ltzam Cab Ain 
(Fig. 2a). In other words, the human figures are positioned over the caiman earth floating on 
the sea. The head of the creature appears on both sides of the central doorway, with the widely 
open jaws flanking the door (Note 4). Although incompletely drawn by Gann, the caiman was 
provided with forelimbs and long claws (Fig. 2b). The headdress of this creature provides an 
especially interesting detail. It contains a vertical paper or cloth element pierced with a stingray 
or bone perforator. A virtually identical headdress element, again with the same perforator, is 
worn by an explicit depiction of God Din the same mural scene at Santa Rita (Fig. 2c). Clearly, 
this is no ordinary caiman. Instead, as Itzam Cab Ain, the caiman wears priestly accoutrements 
of Itzamna (Note 5). 

CAIMANS AND CALENDRICAL CYCLES 

The central theme of the Mound 1 murals at Santa Rita concerns the passage of time. The 
anthropomorphic figures above the prone caiman are accompanied by dates, represented by 
Ahau signs with numerical coefficients. Ahau is the particular sign of the 20-day sequence in 
which the uinal, tun, katun, and larger Long Count periods end. In Postclassic and colonial 
Yucatan, the 360-day tun and the katun of 20 tuns were named for the particular numbered 
Ahau on which they ended. For the sequence of tuns, the Ahau coefficients (1 to 13) decrease 
by four with the passage of each tun. For example, in an "11 Ahau" katun, the tuns run as fol
lows: 7 Ahau, 3 Ahau, 12 Ahau, 8 Ahau, and so on, until 11 Ahau, the 20th tun, is reached. 
Since the coefficients accompanying the Ahau signs at Santa Rita are each separated by a differ
ence of four, it is likely that the Ahau dates refer to a succession of tuns (Thompson 1950:198). 
Thus in the Santa Rita murals, the particular god accompanying an Ahau date appears to be the 
patron or augury of the particular tun. 

The placement of a succession of tuns and their accompanying gods on a cosmological 
model of the earth recalls a small turtle sculpture from Mayapan. In this instance, a "wheel" of 
thirteen katuns is placed on the back of a turtle, a model for the circular concept of the world 
(Taube 1988). There is another Late Postclassic Mayapan stone sculpture that depicts the cai
man model of the earth (Fig. 3). Although Proskouriakoff (1962:334) states that the sculpture 
represents "a reptilian grotesque of uncertain genus," it is clearly the caiman. Thus it displays 
the same scale markings and narrow vertical bands appearing in the Dresden scene and in the 
murals at Santa Rita. Unfortunately, the object is badly damaged, and it is difficult to determine 
whether a human head may originally have appeared in the open jaws. However, it is clear that 
a human figure lies upon the back of the creature. This individual is marked with a prominent 
day sign, 1 Ahau, and the back of the caiman is supplied with two other dates, 4 Ahau, and 13 
Ahau. Although the significance of these three dates is unknown, the Mayapan sculpture ap
pears to be another example of period ending dates distributed upon the earth caiman (Note 6). 



FIGURE 2. THE REPRESENTATION OF ITZAM CAB AIN IN THE SANTA RITA MURALS 

a: SRC Mound 1 structure, exterior west wall, 
mural (drawing by the author [after Gann 
1900: Plate 31]). NOTE SCUTES, VERTICAL 
BANDS, AND BACK CREST. 

b: SRC Mound 1 structure, exterior north wall, 
mural (drawing by the author [after Gann 
1900: Plate 29]). ONE OF TWO CAIMAN 
FACES FLANKING DOORWAY; COMPARE 
CLAWED FORELIMB TO EXAMPLE IN FIG
URES la and 4b. 

c: SRC Mound 1 structure, mural (drawing by 
the author [after Gann 1900: Plate 30)). 
HEADDRESS WORN BY GOD D. 

b 

a 

a-c: MPN Structure R-88, sculptured altar, three 
views (Drawings by the author [after Pros
kouriakoff 1962: Fig. 4e)) 

FIGURE 3. CALENDRICAL PERIODS ON A CAI MAN BODY FROM MA YAP AN 

5 
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A mural in Tancah Structure 44 depicts another caiman figure marked with calendrical 
signs (Fig. 4a). In the midsection of the caiman torso, there are day signs for Edznab and Ahau, 
the 18th and 20th days of the series of 20. The caiman appears as a headdress and back element 
worn by a striding human. As in many Postclassic caiman representations, the creature dis
plays a prominent crested ridge upon the back. Another example of the back crest can be seen 
on one of the Early Postclassic gold disks from the Sacred Cenote at Chichen Itza (Fig. 4c). Lying 
on its back, the caiman occupies the basal register of a battle scene. Although the creature pos
sesses a strange scroll-like snout, Lothrop (1952:46) notes that it is a representation of the cai
man earth monster. 

Yet another example of the earth caiman appears within Structure 2 of the Pinturas Group 
at Coba (Fig. 5). Although quite damaged, the Late Postclassic mural clearly once showed 
human figures standing upon the crested and scaly body of a caiman, as if it were the earth (see 
Lombardo de Ruiz et al. 1982: Plate 52). With its scales and back scutes, the caiman body is simi
lar to the Itzamna caiman in the Dresden Codex. A series of day signs run along the caiman 
body. In the published fragments, it is possible to see the signs Men, Cib, and Caban. George 
Stuart, who was present when the Coba murals were being excavated, notes that the day signs 

a, TNC (TANCAH) Structure 44, Room 1, Mu
ral 1 (Drawing by the author [after A. Miller 
1982: Plate 8). 

b, CHN Sacred Cenote, embossed gold disk 
and detail of same (View of whole from 
Lothrop 1952: Fig. 31; detail drawn by the 
author after same source) 

FIGURE 4. REPRESENT A TIO NS OF CAIMANS IN LA TE POSTCLASSIC YU CAT AN 



Vertical line marks southeast interior corner of room -

a 

____________________________________ _,__ Approximate floor line 

BEN IX 

a: COB Structure 2 of Las Pinturas Group, inte
rior east and south walls, fragmentary mural 
(Drawing by George Stuart is a composite 
based on the author's drawing {after Lombar
do de Ruiz 1987: Figs. 50-52] and unpublished 
1:1 tracings of the murals made in I 975 by 
Gene S. Stuart). 

b: COB Structure 2 of Las Pinturas Group. REC
ONSTRUCTION OF FACADE AND PLAN 
SHOWING LOCATION OF MURAL !Na. 
Scale 1 :100 (Drawing by George E. Stuart 
based on his 1975 field measurements). 

I 

MEN CIB 

----------~ 

EXTENT OF BENCH COVER! -1 
: 
' _________ ., 

I 
b 

FIGURE 5. A CAIMAN BODY WITH DAY SIGNS AT COBA 

CABAN 

7 
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FIGURE 6. LATE POSTCLASSIC REPRESENTATIONS OF TONACATECUHTLI 

a 

a: BORGIA 39, detail (Drawing by the author 
[after Seier 1963]). TONACATECUHTLI AS 
THE CAIMAN EARTH; NOTE DAY SIGNS 
ON CAIMAN BODY. 

b: BORGIA 61, detail (Drawing by the author 
[after Seier 1963]). TONACATECUHTLI IN 
BIRTH-GIVING POSITION. 

b 
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Ben and Ix were once present, and that all ran in order from north to south at the base of the east 
wall (personal communication, 1987; also see Lombardo de Ruiz 1987: Figs. 49-52). It thus ap
pears that the Structure 2 caiman contained many if not all of the 20 day signs along its body. 

The Coba mural is notably similar to Borgia pages 39 and 40 (Fig. 6a). Here the aged god 
Tonacatecuhtli appears as a great open-mouthed caiman. Whereas the head and forelimbs 
appear on page 39, the remains of the diminutive lower limbs can be discerned at the base of the 
scene on page 40. Seler (1963,2:41) notes that page 40 depicts an underworld event enclosed by 
the caiman earth. But although the earth creature is supplied with a caiman mouth, the head is 
that of Tonacatecuhtli, with a sharply pointed chin, white hair, and a feathered headdress 
found with other representations of the creator god (Fig. 6b). Moreover, the colored bar on the 
cheek of the caiman mouth-an emblem of Xochipilli-is a characteristic also found with 
Tonacatecuhtli. A series of day signs pass along the body of the Tonacatecuhtli caiman. Seler 
(1963,2:42) points out that to the right side of the caiman head, the mouth of the second day 
sign, Ehecatl, is visible. The day signs then pass in consecutive order to the third day, Calli, 
the fourth, Cuetzpalin, the fifth, Coatl, and so on, all the way down the right side of the caiman 
body to end with Malinalli at the rear of the creature. Another distinct pattern of day signs con
tinues from the rear up the left side of the creature to end near the head. Although not noted by 
Seler, it is probable that the great Tonacatecuhtli caiman head serves as the first day sign, 
Cipactli, with the partially obscured Ehecatl head constituting the second day of the count. In 
concept, the placement of a consecutive series of day signs along the body of the earth caiman is 
identical to the Pinturas Group mural at Coba. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In view of the Coba painting and other Maya scenes, it is clear that the Postclassic Yucatec 
perception of the earth caiman was very similar to that of highland Mexico. In both regions, the 
caiman was closely identified with an aged god of creation and sustenance. Although the cai
man earth metaphor cannot be traced to before the Postclassic in Central Mexico, there are 
strong indications that it was present among the Classic Maya. However, the identification of 
Itzamna with the caiman in the form of ltzam Cab Ain is primarily a Postclassic Maya trait. 
Quite likely, the Yucatec use of itzam to designate a whale or caiman derives from the late iden
tification of ltzamna with the cosmological caiman. 

In the three cited examples from the Late Postclassic-Santa Rita, Mayapan, and 
Coba-particular day signs are placed on the body of the earth caiman. In the Santa Rita and 
Mayapan examples, the days are period ending dates, while at Coba they form a series of the 
twenty day names. The placement of day signs on zoomorphic or anthropomorphic figures is 
commeim in the Borgia Group of Late Postclassic codkes as, for example, on Borgia 17, 39-40, 
53, and 73; Vaticanus B 75, 85, 86, and 96; and Laud 2. The three Late Postclassic Maya exam
ples can be considered as part of the same tradition. However, in the case of the three Maya 
representations cited, the caiman seems to have has a particular calendrical as well as cosmo
logical significance. According to the Chilam Balam books of Tizimin and Mani, the cosmogonic 
Itzam Cab Ain flood event occurred in Ka tun 13 Ahau, the last katun of the 13-katun series. It is 
surely no coincidence that the world trees subsequently placed in commemoration of the flood 
were termed imix che. The trees are names after Imix, the day immediately following Ahau, and 
thus the first day of the next katun cycle. As the primordial beast from which the earth is both 
destroyed and fashioned, ltzam Cab Ain embodies the concept of completion and renewal 
appearing in both Maya cosmology and calendrics. 

SCB:v!ITTED FEBRUARY 1989 
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NOTES 

1. In the Chumayel manuscript, the creature is actually re
ferred to as itzam kabain, which Roys (1933: 101, n. 4) translates 
as "the whale with the feet of a crocodile." 

2. The association of God D and the Principal Bird Deity con
tinued into the Late Postclassic. On page 11 of the Paris Codex, 
a rare Postclassic form of the Principal Bird Deity appears in 
the scene corresponding to Ka tun 10 Ahau, a katun concerning 
God D (Taube 1987). 

3. Both Tonacatecuhtli and Itzamna are also identified with 
sacred trees, at times even appearing as personified trees. In 
the Borgia and Vaticanus B Codices, Tonacatecuhtli can appear 
with a flowering tree sprouting out of the top of the head (Seier 
1963,1:64). Itzamna is similarly identified with trees. At Taya
saI, Avendano describes a stone column called the Yax Chee/ 
Cab, or "first tree of the world" (Means 1917: 135-136). The col
umn is said to bear the image of Yax Cocay Mut (ibid.), recog
nized to be an aspect of Itzamna (Tozzer 1941:145, n. 695). The 
head of God D appears as the base of a stone tree on Madrid 96a 
and, possibly, 11c. On Dresden 41b, a God D head serves as 
the lower trunk of a tree. In the Classic Period, God D com
monly appears with sacred world trees (see Coe 1967:100; Coe 

e·•'·~ ~:-... ,LJJ, 
~ _ ........ ~ 

; t;f.,;f ·~ : , , :: 
~ .• • .. : 3. i. , . , 

1973: No. 20; 1978: No. 8; 1982:10; Robicsek and Hales 1982: 
Vessel 108). 

4. George Stuart (personal communication 1987) notes that 
with the flanking open jaws, the Santa Rita doorway is very 
similar to the saurian-mouthed doorways of the Late Classic 
Chenes region. The identification of forelegs upon the Santa 
Rita caiman doorway lends support to Stuart's comparison, 
since a number of Chenes style examples are also supplied 
with forelimbs (eg. Gendrop 1983: 125-127). 

5. The tall cylindrical headdress worn by God D at Santa Rita is 
also frequently found with God Din the Madrid Codex. There, 
God D appears at least 14 times with the cloth or paper ele
ment. This device is probably the priestly "miter" mentioned 
in the Relaci6n de Valladolid (de la Garza 1983,2:39). During the 
Late Postclassic Period, God D is frequently represented as an 
Ah Kin, or paramount priest (see Taube 1988b:73-74). 

6. It is intriguing that the episode of Itzam Cab Ain in the 
Tizimin and Mani accounts was said to occur in 13 Ahau, with 1 
Ahau also mentioned in the Tizimin (Craine and Reindorp 
1979:117-119). However, the third date upon the caiman, 4 
Ahau, is not mentioned in the Chilam Balam episode. 
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